Using spatial entanglement of two particles the rate of classical information gain has been increased by a logarithmic factor depending on the dimension of Hilbert space. To study Bell state measurement (BSM) of the two particles, at first, we have defined corresponding Bell bases in a typically general form. Then, the basic position gates are theoretically designed by side quantum channels and the usual CNOT gate. All the processes required in the BSM can be established based upon the introduced local and conditional basic gates.
Introduction
Bell state measurement (BSM) is a necessary and important process in quantum information protocols, such as dense coding and teleportation. 1 In the usual dense coding, 2 cbits (classical bits) of information is sent by using a 2-state particle.
2
There are generalizations to increase the value of transferred information in dense coding. 3, 4 Generally, using N pairwise and/or N maximally entangled qubits shared between two parties, the rate of information gain (R), i.e. sent cbits of information/time and particle, is ∼1/N t, where t is the operation time of the basic gates. 5, 6 In addition, one can think of enhancing R by spatial entanglement between the quantum channels. Concerning this, we have shown that R is increased by a logarithmic factor depending on the number of quantum channels used. 7 In this work, we have studied BSM of a spatially entangled pair. To do this, basic loal and conditional gates have been introduced. Our aim is to show that all the processes required in the spatial BSM can be established based on the basic gates introduced. The proposed BSM can also be used in three-dimensional discretized wave function teleportation of an object.
Classical Information Gain of Dense Coding Schemes

Multiparticle dense coding schemes
In dense coding using N pairwise entangled qubits, 2N cbits of information are transferred. In this case, N separate CNOT and Hadamard gates are required to decode the Bell states, so that R p = 2N/[N 2 (t c + t h )], where t c and t h are the operation times of CNOT and Hadamard gates, respectively. On the other hand, for the maximally entangled case, the number of sent cbits is N . In this case, (N − 1) successive CNOT and one Hadamard gates are needed, so that we gain 
Two-particle dense coding by spatial state entanglement
Consider an original EPR source which emits isotropically a pair of identical particles with vanishing total linear momentum. It is placed in the middle of the two parties, "Alice" and "Bob," where each one has a 2N -array of receivers (numbered from −n to +n). Now, the state of the system (the arrays and the source) can be written as |ψ 1 
, where the subscripts 1 and 2 are related to + and − signs, respectively, and n refers to the label on the receivers. In addition, the order in writing the state is according to the direct product of Alice's state and Bob's state.
Similar to the usual dense coding protocol, Alice sends her encoded particles to Bob using a spatial unitary encoding operator. 7 We assume that the channels including Alice's (Bob's) particle are called C-channels (T-channels). For this scheme, the gain R resulting from a spatial BSM is R x 2 log 2 (2N )/N t, where t is the operation time of the required basic gates. In the following, we want to introduce the basic gates and study the BSM process theoretically.
The Spatial Bell Bases
In general, the state |ψ 1(2) can be considered as a member of a more complete set of orthonormal and maximally entangled states, which can be presented as
, where H is a 2N -dimensional normalized symmetric Hadamard matrix (H 2N ×2N ) which satisfies the property H 2 = I. Furthermore, k ± and j are called family and member indices with 1 ≤ k ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2N , respectively, and f k ± (n) = ±(n + k − 1) mod(N ) . Now, it is straightforward to check
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that these states have the orthonormal and maximal entanglement properties so that they form Bell bases for our dense coding scheme. 
Introducing Basic Gates
Similar to Pauli's operators, suitable basic unitary operators in the position space can be considered as N n |±n = ±|±n and P n |±n = |∓n , where the subscript n means that the operator acts as a local gate on the ±nth channels. We also need to define a ladder operator L + so that L + |±n = |±(n + 1) mod(N ) .
The operation of the N n gate can be conceived, for instance, by a kind of spatial phase shifter whose action can be represented as N n = e iθ(∓n)π , where θ(n) is the conventional unit step function. To imagine it, consider a typical switch gate acting on the −nth channel and its side channel, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Similarly, P n can be considered as a kind of swap gate between the channels n and −n. So, to design it, one can use two local switch gates acting on these two channels. Figure 1 (b) schematically shows a P n gate which is designed with two quantum switch gates and side channels. If N n or P n is turned ON (OFF) it means that direct (side) channels are closed and side (direct) channels are open (closed). The action of the L + operations can be conceived using 2N (N − 1) switch gates and side quantum channels, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Therefore, our basic operators, i.e. N n , P n and L + , can be constructed just using some quantum switch gates and side channels. As a primary proposal, if our channels introduced in the scheme are considered superconducting wires containing an entangled current according to |ψ 1(2) , then these basic operators can be realized by using a switching process in the superconducting circuits. In fact, when a basic gate is OFF (ON), its main channel is (is not) superconducting and the side channel is not (is) superconducting. 
A Conceivable Scheme for the BSM
In this section, our aim is to find an explicit form for the spatial BSM based on the basic gates introduced. It is known that any unitary operation can be constructed using finite numbers of an arbitrary conditional operator.
10 So, at first, Bob needs one kind of logic gate, e.g. CNOT, 11, 12 to entangle two particles. Here, we have considered another similar gate which acts conditionally on the |l, m spatial state as PCS|l, m = (I ⊗ P m ) θ(−l) |l, m , where PCS stands for position controlledswap operator. To understand the action of this operator, we have proposed a way using four typical CNOT gates shown in Fig. 2(a) . The CNOT is defined as (σ x ⊗ I)CNOT(σ x ⊗ I). If a spin-1/2 particle passes through the control channel then the two first CNOT and CNOT definitely change the spin of an intermediate spin-1/2 particle, named the spin target, which is preset to a fixed state. It is assumed that any change in the spin target state means switching the swap gate for the channels m and −m. The two latter CNOT and CNOT are just to reset the spin target. Our PCS gate may also be realized using superconducting circuits. It is obvious that any change in the spin target results in a change in the magnetic flux passing through a superconductor circuit. To switch the swap gate, the induced current can be amplified by a superconducting LC circuit to produce at least a critical magnetic field to make the direct (side) channel not superconducting (superconducting). This proposal for a spatial CNOT gate is novel, and we hope that it may find some usage in future. Similar to the spin-1/2 case, we can use Hadamard operators in the position space with the form H xn = (P n + N n )/ √ 2 acting on the ±nth channels. Although this Hadamard operator does not have a multiplicative form, its design is relatively straightforward in our scheme. Figure 2(b) shows a schematic circuit for the Hadamard gate acting on the nth channel in which it is assumed that the probability of passing a particle through each basic gate is the same. In fact, as an advantage, it is not necessary to find a multiplicative form for designing such operators.
For N ≥ 2 cases, however, applying just PCS and H xn operators does not produce pure position states in a disentangled and measurable form. Therefore, we should introduce another non-local unitary operator for this mean which acts as
, where l and m are positive integers, and h m,n is an element of H N ×N . It can easily be shown that U 2 (N ) = I. 9 It is also possible to find an explicit form for the U (N ) operator based on the basic gates. Here, for example, we have considered it as
where h i,j is an element of H N ×N . 9 If we assume
, then in a similar manner which is used to design H xn , it is possible to conceive the quantum circuit of U (N ) using the local A (n+1) operators which are constructible with the basic gates, and a nonlocal operator working like a PCS gate turning on the S k gates (instead of the P n gate) to operate L k + on Alice's particle, as shown in Fig. 3 . Now, we can present the BSM as
, where m and n are some unique functions of k ± and j. To complete the BSM, this sequence of the operators should be followed by a position measurement on the outgoing channels. Now, one can show that the gain R for our scheme is R x = 2 log 2 (2N )/(t p + t h + t u ) in which t p , t h , and t u are operation time of the PCS, H xn and U (N ) gates, respectively. Moreover, using the presented quantum circuits, we can assume that t p /4 ∼ t h ∼ t u /N ≡ t, so that for large N 's we obtain R x 2 log 2 (2N )/N t.
Conclusions
Using spatial entanglement of 2N quantum channels involving two particles, we have proposed a dense coding scheme by which R is increased more than the wellknown multi-qubit dense coding protocols, by a factor of 2log 2 (2N ). The necessary spatial BSM on the two particles has been studied in detail. At first, the corresponding Bell bases have been represented by using H 2N ×2N . It is shown that whole of the BSM can be designed based on N n , P n , and L + gates along with a spatial conditional gate, e.g. the PCS gate, as the basic gates. The quantum circuit of the basic gates can be conceived using just some switch gates and side channels which should be equipped with usual the CNOT gate to design the conditional gates.
